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2

Moshiach is about to arrive, and we have to be ready. But
how do we prepare? The answer: learning about Moshiach;
living with the concept of  Moshiach’s coming in everything
we do; and, of  course, doing all of  this with happiness!

M22 communicates 22 
Moshiach-themed concepts
(such as “Kibbutz Golius”,
“Polishing our Buttons,”
etc.) through games,
activities, puzzles and
just plain fun for children
of  all ages.

If  you are a teacher
who wishes to teach your
students about Moshiach
in a non-dogmatic way,
or a parent who wishes
to keep your kids happy
during a long Shabbos
afternoon, or if  you’re a
camp counselor who
wants to fulfill your
campers’ need for
something meaningful
and exhilarating, M22
is for you.  

Each game communicates a specific
message and lesson. To ensure that the
message comes across clearly, every game
features an ‘Overview’ that explains the
theme and approach of  that particular
game, plus a “Teacher’s Page” that
describes the game’s content and rules.

Since teachers, counselors, and students
(not to mention parents) have time
constraints,  the games can be played in as
little as 10 minutes. Of  course, if  you have
more time, you can play as long as you like,
and as many times as you wish.

For the teacher who wishes to spread
the lessons over five months, one 10-minute
game a week is your best bet. For those
who wish to teach the content over three-to-
six-weeks, you will find options for linking
between two to seven games that share
similar content, and let you make a smooth
transition from game to game.  

Although these games can be enjoyed by
anyone from all ages, they are geared for
children ages 7-10.

Are You ready? Let’s go!

The Clue is M22!
structure

dear friend,

...So, how do we combine learning,

living, and happiness all in one?...

1

2

3

Important!

DO NOT cut out the pages,

rather photo copy the

pages as needed!
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Part 1. On the Road to Moshiach: What we
do to hurry up the Geulah.

Part 2. When Moshiach Comes: A review of
some events that will occur with the Geulah.
(We avoided topics  such as Tchias hameisim
due to the difficulty of explaining the concept
appropriately or putting it into a game format.)

Part 3. Awesome and Then Some: Some of
the cooler stuff that will happen when
Moshiach comes.

* * *
Each general theme consists of seven
subtopics and games, which can be
combined according to level of interest
and amount of play time available. 

Part 1: On the road to Moshiach
M1. Why was the world created?
M2. Just do it!
M3. In the pushka you go!
M4. Yearn and pray
M5. Polishing our buttons
M6. Jump with joy
M7. The longest Sabbath

Part 2: When Moshiach Arrives
M8. Cloudport
M9. Synagogue luggage
M10. We Want Moshiach Now!
M11. The coolest building
M12. Holy cow!
M13. What’s a ‘war’?
M14. I’m your great great great grandmother!
M15. What a party

Part 3: Awesome and Then Some!
M16. The biggest sale ever
M17. I love junk
M18. Now, that’s a watermelon!
M19. How old are you now?
M20. Doctor, You’re fired!
M21. Lionback rides
M22. Man, that was deep!

3

m22 features 3 themes:

song to sing before each game

4

It's gonna be the little kinderlach
The little little little kinderlach
It's gonna be the little kinderlach
To make Moshiach come!

The Format for the teacher’s page

The Format for the student’s page

Toichen. A short rhyme
on the theme of the day.
The teacher’s page will
have a more detailed

explanation of the theme.

Explanatory notes will
elaborate on the toichen
and rules of each game.

The Name of the Game and some basic
rules, and once again, the teachers has a

very detailed page of rules.

A picture of the
theme of the day.

A cute joke/comic.
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Produced by the International Moshiach Campaign

www.MoshiachCampiagn.com
A Project of the Kinus Hashluchim  |  A Division of Merkos L’Inyonei Chinuch

M22 – Moshiach Curriculum contains 22 games and
activities about Geula, Moshiach, and much more.

The curriculum is a complete package. It follows the
steps our sages have declared will take place and in the
order they will occur. Children can get a real sense that,
as the Rebbe told us, the Geula is unfolding before our
eyes.

Each section uses a poem to introduce the concept
being taught. The concept is then reinforced through

a variety of  games, videos, hunts, puzzles, and other
activities. In addition, each section contains an
instructor's page that outlines the points to be made, as
well as establishes time frame and the rules for each
game and activity. This allows Teachers and parents to
tailor the curriculum to their specific students and
circumstances.

Are you ready? Let’s go!
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What is the purpose of all creation?

What is the mission of the chosen nation?

To see Hashem’s revelation

Then we’ll have a great celebration!

For almost six thousand years

Through pain and oceans of tears

The world is nearing the day

When Moshiach will lead the way!

How do you
know that
the first

thing G-d
created
was a
high-

school?

Well the
Torah states
that before
G-d created
light there
was void

and chaos...
sounds like a
high-school

to me!

Huh?

!!!

4

First we plan,
then get a loan,
HOW DO YOU
BUILD A HOUSE?

sWxc
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The purpose of creation was to bring Moshiach. Just like a contractor
doesn’t start building until he “sees” the finished product in his mind,
Hashem created the world knowing where it is heading. Where is that?
Geulah! Everything that happened since creation was to prepare the
world for the coming of Moshiach.

Now is a good time to explain the difference between Geulah and
Moshiach. Geulah is the redemption, while Moshiach is the redeemer.
Throughout the curriculum the words will be inter-changeable because,
in a sense, they are one and the same.

• Have the children cut out all the squares
• Using the second sheet of empty boxes, have them try to glue in the

correct sequence of events
• After everyone has finished, review the correct sequence of building a

house
• Explain how Hashem has a plan for  “building the perfect world”

5

Why was the world created?
Teacher’s Page

M1

sWxc
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Buy the property
for the mansion

Get up off
the bench

Call the
classified ads

Buy a
newspaper

Hire an
architect
to
plan
the
mansion

Find a property
to buy

Get a job
interview

Make the money
to buy the
property

Walk
to
the
news-
paper
stand

Pick up
the phone

Get hired
for a job

Build
the

mansion

M1 Game | Let’s Build it
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7 8 9

10 11 12

1 2 3

4 5 6

Let’s Build it | M1 Game
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A dime in the Pushka

or a hug for sister Mushka

Lighting candles Friday night

Or watching a menorah burning bright

Every Mitzvah is a winner

Weather you’re a pro or a beginner

To bring Geulah as fast as we can

and complete Hashem’s Master Plan!

Is this mitzvah?
Yes or No!
Is this a mitzvah? 
I  don’t know!

8

Why are you
all so late?

We helped a
lady cross the

street.

She didn’t want to
cross the street so we

had to schlep her!

Why did one
lady need 15 guys to

help her?

sWxc
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You never know what mitzvah will be the one to tip the scale and finally bring
Moshiach, so go for every one you can since every single one counts!

Our sages tell us that no mitzvah is too small. Even the most insignificant act of
kindness or a little prayer has a lot of power.

The object of this game is to see which team can tip the scale for the better by
correctly guessing if the picture on the screen is a mitzvah or not.   

1. Divide the students into 2 teams.
2. Pick 1-2 representatives for each team.
3. Show the first slide to the first team. If they guess correctly they get to go again,

if they guess incorrectly the other team gets a chance until they guess incorrectly. 
4. There are 25 slides, the team to guess the last slide and tip the scale for

mitzvos wins!

Tip: to make the game last more then a few minuets you can explain why each slide is
or isn't a mitzvah before going on to the next one. You can also get them confused by
re-asking them the questions and asking if they're really sure.

9

just do it!
Teacher’s Page

M2

sWxc
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A penny, a nickle, a dime, or a dollar

A Euro , a Rand, a Peso or a Yen

From the smallest coin you can think of

To a Trillion dollars times ten!

Every coin, bill, or check counts

And they all add up to a great amount

Every weekday rain or shine

I put Tzedekah in the Pushka of mine

10

No, we are
not putting 
a tail on a
horse, that
is gross of
course, but can you
put a penny on the
Pushka slot blindfolded? 

Open your wallet, take out a dollar...
and give me the rest...”

sWxc
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11

Tzedakah means that I understand that everything I have is from Hashem
and he wants me to share it with those less fortunate. It could be a penny
or a million dollars, charity helps make the world a better place.

You want to be a hero? Make sure to give some charity (even a penny)
every weekday, and on Friday give double for Sabbath as well (Hey girls,
this one is for you: it’s best to give it just before candle lighting). 

Give Tzedakah to the students.

• Copy the page with the pennies as needed
• Blindfold one student at a time and put a penny in his/her hand
• Spin them around and have them try to put the coin
• on the pushkah slot
• You can also play hot and cold with them
• Make sure there are no glass or sharp edges around!

in the pushka you go!
Teacher’s Page

M3

sWxc
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Please, dear G-d, enough is enough

We can’t continue with this golus stuff!

Take us home to our Holy Land

Send us Moshiach we demand!

Day and night, I pray and cry

Asking Hashem, Ad Mosai?

Till when? We beg Hashem!

To send Moshiach now! Amen v’Amen
Let’s make a prayer and
attach it to a balloon and
send it to Hashem.

15

Did you know that
seven out of  the
nineteen blessings in
the Amida are prayers
for the redemption?

sWxc
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The goal of this lesson is to get the students to really want Moshiach.
Throughout all the generations, the hope that gave the Jews strength was
that at any moment Moshiach could arrive. But we not only have to
believe in Moshiach, we have to demand it as well! Pray to Hashem and
beg him: Please, we want Moshiach now!

Do you know how many of the nineteen blessings in the Amidah are
requests for the redemption? The answer is 7!

• Either have the balloons ready or give out balloons and have the
students come get their balloon blown up.

• Fill out the requests to Hashem.
• Attach the requests to the balloons. Then send it up to the heavens.
• Sing some songs with the students as it flies up.

Yearn and pray
Teacher’s Page

M4

16

sWxc
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Hold on brothers, sisters, neighbors and friends

This horrible Golus is about to end

Our buttons are polished spic and span

There is even a Shul in Kazakhstan

Moshiach is already overdue

We’ve polished and polished through & through

Moshiach!  Moshiach!

We’re waiting for you!

18

Lets see who can
find and clean the
most buttons!

Lets see who can
find and clean the
most buttons!

Don’t I
look great?!

If  you’d
polish your shoes,

you would look
ever better!

sWxc
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Although Moshiach was able to come over thousands of years, there has
never been a better time for him to come than now. Furthermore, the
Lubavitcher Rebbe has announced that we are fully prepared and ready,
we even finished “polishing our buttons!”

The Lubavitcher Rebbe taught that Moshiach is long over due. At this
point, all we have to do is prepare ourselves for the coming of Moshiach.

• Throw some buttons in a shaving cream bowl and have them find it.
• The first one to find and clean all their buttons wins
• Rinse lather repeat

polishing our buttons
Teacher’s Page

M5

19

sWxc
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Side by side on floor -
the last one to giggle, wins.

20

I think you
should say:

“I am a Jew and
I am LOUD!

I am a
Jew and I am

PROUD!

Jump and dance, smile and laugh  

Roar like a lion, stand tall as a giraffe

Bring joy and Simcha into your day

That will bring Moshiach right away!

A smile can break through any gate

Destroying envy, jealousy and hate

Say a joke or give me a giggle

If you don’t, I’ll give you a tickle!

sWxc
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21

Currently, we are in Golus. Joy has the power to “break all boundaries”. When we show
Hashem that we are serving Him with joy even in Golus, we are sure he will send
Moshiach!
Happiness is not only important to help bring Moshiach it’s important for everything!
First of all the Torah tells us to serve G-d with joy; that means we should do every mitzvah
joyfully. Being happy is even good for your health!  According to research, happy people
get sick less and heal quicker than unhappy people.

Yismach has the same letters as Moshiach!

• All the students lay down side by side on the floor.
• The first person puts the back of their hand (or head) on next person’s stomach and

that person puts the back of their hand (or head) on the stomach of the next to them
and so on.

• The first person in line is to laugh one HA. The next person in the line is to laugh HA
HA (two times). The third person is HA HA HA. And so on.

• Any person that breaks out into a giggle is out of the game and must get up and
everyone moves over to fill the empty space. The last one to giggle wins.

jump with joy
Teacher’s Page

M6

sWxc
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Every Friday, I get ready

I never quit. I stay steady.

So when Shabbos comes, I ‘ll feel free

Come join with me.

Shabbos brings peace and rest

We learn all day and act our best

When Moshiach comes, we’ll sing a happy song

About keeping Shabbos all year long!

22

Lets match things that we do
on Shabbat and what will be

when Moshiach comes. 

I just looooove your
Shabbat food mom!

Why are you
saying this on

Monday?

!!!
Because I don’t want to wait until Friday.

I want a Shabbat dinner TONIGHT!

sWxc
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The world is almost six thousand years old. Each millennia corresponds to a day of the week. We are now after the year
5750 which would mean that we are three quarters through Friday and Shabbat = Moshiach is just about ready to come! 
When Moshiach comes it will be just like Shabbat, we will finally rest from pain and suffering and we will live peacefully
forever, while doing the Will of Hashem.

Every Shabbat we should learn extra about Moshiach because Shabbat is closely related to Moshiach. Geulah
(Redemption) is actually called Shabbat!

• There are 2 sets of cards. The blue bordered cards are different things we do on Shabbos. The pink bordered ones
correspond to the same type of things that will happen when Moshiach comes. 

• Lay all of the cards on the floor face down. One row of Shabbos and one row of Moshiach
• You can either split the students into 2 teams or have the students take turns trying to match one card from each side

with its similar toichen.
• If they get a match then the match is taken out of the game. If not, the two cards go back down where they were.
• Option 2, put all the cards face up and have them try to match up the Shabbos cards with the Moshiach ones.

the longest sabbath
Teacher’s Page

M7

23

sWxc
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Ready for take off, no time to lose.

Take all your things, there’s no need to choose.

We’re flying on clouds, as big as the sky.

With room for all, “Hooray!” we’ll cry!

Oh what a breeze, travel will be.

Flying above mountains, valleys, and seas.

Flying on clouds, is the best.

Way to reach Israel, in three seconds or less.

THE RULES OF FLYING ON A CLOUD:
There’s no need to fasten your seat belt.
You can walk around the cabin. But you

better hurry because we’re about to land!

30

The race is on...
let’s see who can get there first!
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cloudport
Teacher’s Page

M8

31

Clouds will become our new means of transportation. They will take all the synagogues from around the
world and transport them to Israel. Then they will take all the Jews from the four corners of the lobe and bring
them all to Israel as well. Moshiach might appear on a cloud as well.

Every Shabbos and Rosh Chodesh we will fly on clouds to the Beis Hamikdosh.

• Materials: the printed material, staplers or
double sided tape and pens.

• The object of the game is to successfully
acquire the necessary paper work to get on
your cloud first.

• Each student takes their ‘passport’ with them
and attempts to get the necessary cards i.e.
visa, plane ticket etc. 

• Set up 4-6 posts in 4-6 different locations. Each
post can be manned by a teacher or student
and can also be hidden in secret locations.

• Every station should be equipped with a pen,
stapler, and one set of paper work (e.g. post #1
has all the passports the second post has the
doctors note etc.).

• Step 1: The students line up at station number
one to receive their passports. The student
selects the photo of their choice, and it is
stapled to their passport by the “agent” where
it says “photo.” From there the student will start
heading to the post #2 

• Step 2: When the students successfully
reaches post #2, he/she waits his turn. The
“agent” then asks ‘Why do you want to leave

Golus?’ If the “agent” is satisfied with the
answer, they may fill out the “doctor’s note” and
staple it to the place it says “doctors note.

• Step 3: When the student successfully reaches
post #3, he waits his turn. The “agent” then asks
‘Why do you want Moshiach to come?’ and so
on…

• Step 4: When the student successfully reaches
post #6, and has all his/her documents they
complete the game.

Different techniques to playing the game:

• Adjust the time of the game.
• Have “Golus Agents” that can take out pages

from the passport and have the student go
back and get it again.

• Younger students are not required to get all
the documents.

• Students do not have to go in order of booths.

Tip: Set up the booths on opposite ends of the
grounds so it will take longer for the students
to make their way from one end to the next.

sWxc
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D.E.A. #0000770 Lic. # DOC0000770

This Yid is sick and tired of golus please

allow him to leave immediately as he has

been in golus way too long and needs to

leave. I feel that he is ready to leave. If you

have any questions feel free to email me at :

MoshiachCampaign@gmail.com

Name: Class:

Address: Date:

(Signature)

Dr. Rofeh Refoel M.D. P.H.D. A.D.D. D.D.S.

TIMES OF MOSHIACH

CUSTOMS DECLARATION

I_________________________ hereby
declare that the following are the good
deeds i am bringing into Geulah:

        q Learning Torah
        q Giving Charity
        q Respecting your parents
        q Sharing with friends
        q Playing nicely with friends
        q Making blessings before eating
        q Saying Modeh Ani every day

Signature_______________________

WELCOME TO THE 
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I love my shul. Must I leave it behind?  

And look for another just as fine?

No my friend!  It will surely be

near the Holy Temple.  Just wait and see!

Even shuls that are no longer here

Will suddenly reappear

In Israel our home in the sun

Where every day will be filled with fun! 

35

Lets travel the world and find the
most interesting synagogues 

Lets travel the world and find the
most interesting synagogues 

Lets travel the world and find the
most interesting synagogues 

Lets travel the world and find the
most interesting synagogues 

Lets travel the world and find the
most interesting synagogues 

Lets travel the world and find the
most interesting synagogues 

Lets travel the world and find the
most interesting synagogues 

Lets travel the world and find the
most interesting synagogues 

When does
our flight

leave?

Leave? Look
around! We’ve

already arrived!

Lets travel the world and find the
most interesting synagogues 

sWxc
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All the Shuls will move to Eretz Yisroel.  Why? These synagogues served
as miniature temples throughout the years; for that reason, they will all
fly to Jerusalem and become attached to the Holy Temple.

Even the remains of destroyed shuls will come back. Mount Sinai will come
back as well.

• Play the video and pour yourself a nice drink.

synagogue luggage
Teacher’s Page

M9
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Today, there are Jews in every place

from Hawaii to Hong Kong to outer space

When Moshiach comes we will all go home

And never again will we ever roam!

So many languages, and so many styles

Wherever you go you will only see smiles

How are you my friend? Where were you before?

A city in India - Bangladore!

37

What’s your
name?

huh?

My name
is Chaim Yankel

Goldberg!

!!

Well when I came off  the boat to America,
I stood behind a Jewish guy with that
name, When my turn came they asked me
for my name and I said “Saim Ting”!

“We want Moshiach now”
in fifteen languages...
can you guess which
language is which??

sWxc
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Kibutz Galuyos. Every Jew from every corner of the world will join together
in Yerushalayim (Jerusalem). It will be one big family reunion, no Jew will
be left behind. Can you imagine, Jews from Russia, France and Spain all
joining together? Even the Jews in Timbuktu will come back home!

If even one Jew is not redeemed then it is not a full redemption!
Extra info: when Moshiach will come, we will all speak Loshon Hakodesh!

• Hand out the game sheet and a pen or pencil to each student.
• On the top is a list of possible languages.
• Slowly read the first one and give them a few seconds to fill out which

language they think it is.
• To make it easier you can try to imitate the accent.
• Whoever gets the most languages correct wins. 

38

We Want Moshiach Now!
Teacher’s Page

M10
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Thai

French

Dutch

Turkish

Chinese

Persian

Italian

Hebrew

Swedish

Spanish

Russian

Yiddish

Greek

Japanese

Portuguese

1.                                                                                

2.                                                                               

3.                                                                               

4.                                                                               

5.                                                                               

6.                                                                               

7.                                                                               

8.                                                                               

9.                                                                               

10.                                                                             

11.                                                                              

12.                                                                             

13.                                                                             

14.                                                                             

15.                                                                             
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1. Italian

Noi Vogliamo
Moshiach Adesso

2. Spanish

Nosotros queremos
Mashiaj ya!

<Queremos Moshiach ya>

3. French

nu Vulun moshiach
mantenon!

<Nous-voulons-machia'h-maintenant>

4. Russian

Мы хотим Мошиаха
сейчас!

<Mi-khotim-Moshiacha-seichas>

5. Chinese

Xiànzài wǒmen
yào Moshiach

6. yiddish

Mir villen
Moshiach itzter

7. greek

Θέλουμε τον
Μασσίαχ τώρα!

<Theloume ton mashiach tora>

8. thai

เราต้องการ้ี Moshiach เดี๋ยวน้ี
<Lao Aow Moshiach Dianee>

9. swedish

Vi vill at Messias nu

10. hebrew

אנחנו רוצים משיח עכשיו
<anachnu rotzim moshiach achshav>

11. dutch

We willen
nu Moshiach

12. japanese

Wareware wa kon
Moshiach o suru

13. portuguese

Queremos Mashiach agora!
<keremoo-Mashiach-ah-goh-rah>

14. turkish

Simdi Istiyoruz Masiach!
<Shimdi-Istiyoruz-Mashiach>

15. persian

Mah mihhai Mashiach Ala

Teacher’s Page - Answers

sWxc
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With gold and silver wherever you turn,

This is the building for which we all yearn.

The third Beis Hamikdosh will be

the most beautiful by far,

It will shine and glow like a star.

From around the world, people will bring,

Sacrifices and gifts while the Levites sing.

The Holy of Holies will be open so that all can see,

The Glory of the Bais HaMikdash number three.

41

Wow! I wish I had a house like that!!!

Let’s see
who can get    

there first? 
A frog or
a rabbit?

Let’s see
who can get    

there first? 
A frog or
a rabbit?

Let’s see
who can get    

there first? 
A frog or
a rabbit?

Let’s see
who can get    

there first? 
A frog or
a rabbit?

Let’s see
who can get    

there first? 
A frog or
a rabbit?

Let’s see
who can get    

there first? 
A frog or
a rabbit?

Let’s see
who can get    

there first? 
A frog or
a rabbit?

Let’s see
who can get    

there first? 
A frog or
a rabbit?

Let’s see
who can get    

there first? 
A frog or
a rabbit?
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Almost 2000 years ago, G-d had a home for Himself.  Yet when the Jewish
people went into exile, He went into exile with them. Every day, three
times a day, we turn to G-d and beg “Please G-d let us go back to serving
You in Your home.”

There were two Temples which were destroyed. The third one will be built
by G-d and will last forever. The Western Wall is the only physical remains
of the second Bais Hamikdosh.

Point 2: Do you know that the Bais HaMikdosh is already built and
“waiting” to be revealed down here when Moshiach comes?   Acccording
to some sages, all Moshiach will have to do is affix the mezuzos to the
doors!

• Follow the rules on the Power Point presentation.

the coolest building
Teacher’s Page

M11
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Did you ever see a cow that was totally red?

No, not while your dreaming lying in bed?

A real red cow which is slaughtered and burned

Will help to make us pure - that’s what I learned

Up ‘til now only nine have been found

they were used back then when

the Temples stood proud

When Moshiach comes we will get number ten

May Moshiach appear now Amen  v’  Amen!

Can you spot the 18
differences between
these 2 pictures?

43

Now this is
a Holy Cow!

sWxc
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Discuss the laws of Para Aduma, including the qualifications of the cow
and the practice of sprinkling people to purify them. Emphasize that
purity and impurity is not referring to actual dirt but dirt of the soul and
we should do our best not to make our Neshama impure. When Moshiach
comes we will get our final purification!

If a red cow has more than one white, black or yellow hair it does not
qualify as a Para Aduma.

• Give out the papers and pens or pencils
• Have the students circle the many differences between the 2 pictures

Holy cow!
Teacher’s Page

M12
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Spot the Differences
Can you spot the 18 differences

between these 2 pictures?

sWxc
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The rifle and the tank and missiles too

Will be made into rakes to clean the zoo

No more war, no more killing and no more hate

We’ll walk together through the Temple’s gate

Wars will only be in a book

For any one who cares to look.

We’ll melt all kinds of weapons by the ton

And teach the world that G-d is one!

46

“Man, that is the coolest
shovel I’d ever seen…
maybe if  I shoot holes
in the earth, my plants

will grow faster…”

sWxc
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Why do we fight? To conquer. It all comes from ego. Even little scuffles between friends
all come from ego and jealousy. Let us stop fighting once and for all!  When Moshiach
comes, there will be no war.  Instead, we will turn swords  into plowshares.

Did you know that the verse “And they will turn there swords into plowshares” is on the
wall of the UN which was founded to bring peace to the nations. 

WATER BALLOON WAR
During warm weather, children love to play water balloon war. Divide the children into
two teams and give them a base that they have to defend. Give each team an equal
number of water balloons to use when defending their base. If a child is hit with a water
balloon that bursts, he is out of the game. The first team to touch the other team's base
with two hands wins.

IN THE LINE OF FIRE
Take the basic idea of dodge ball and add a war twist. Develop a story that the teams are
on the front lines of a war and they need to attack the other team until one team is left
standing. Start the game out with one ball and then randomly add one ball at a time to
add a complicated element to the game. When a child is hit with a ball from the opposing
team, they are out. There's only a winner when all the players of one team are out.

Lesson: The only war  that will exist will be fun and games

what’s a ‘war’?
Teacher’s Page

M13
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Shalom shalom do you remember me?
“Of course I do your my great zaidy!
But who is the man standing next to you?”
He’s the one who shares your name too

Every Jew who lived before
Will live again.  There will be Jews galore!
Your great great grandma whose picture is in a frame
Will come to your Bat Mitzvah and call your name!

48

When Moshiach
comes all your
grandparents and
their grandparents will
come back can you figure
out how many you have?

I’m your great great great great
grandma’s grandma’s sister’s next door

neighbor’s second cousin’s friend!

sWxc
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Although we mourn when people pass away, we should know that it is
not forever! Moshiach will come and we will see them all again. This is
called Techias HaMaisim.

First the righteous people will arise. Then all the Jews from all over the
world.
There is a bone in each person which is called the Luz bone. This bone
never disintegrates. When Moshiach comes, G-d will pour special dew on
this bone, and a person will arise from it!

• Give out calculators or pens and paper to the students.
• Have the students try to figure out ten generation back how many set

of grandparents they have.
• The first three students to get it right have to square off in round two

where they have to figure out twenty generations back. 

hi, i’m your great great

great grandmother!
Teacher’s Page

M14
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TOTAL =                                 

Generation 5 =                         

+

Generation 4 =                                                                  

+

Generation 3 =                                                  

+

Generation 2 =                                                                 

+

Generation 1 =                                                                    

+

My Name:                                          

TOTAL =                                 

Generation 10 =                         
+
Generation 9 =                         
+
Generation 8 =                         
+
Generation 7 =                         
+
Generation 6 =                         
+
Generation 5 =                         
+
Generation 4 =                                                                  
+
Generation 3 =                                                  
+
Generation 2 =                                                                 
+
Generation 1 =                                                                   
+
My Name:                                          
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A royal feast you won't want to miss

With delicious foods like the giant Levyoson fish

Pull up a chair your right on time Let's all say

l'chaim its time to dine

The shor habar, the great big ox

Is on the menu as well

Is that hot chocolate brownies

With ice cream and sprinkles I smell? 

51

Can your
team find
all the right
pieces and
put your
puzzle together?

sWxc

Why did the
whale cross

the road?
To get to the
other tide!
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Seudas Moshiach. Have you heard of the Leviathan? or the Shor habar?
When Hashem created the world he also created a huge fish and a huge
ox and when Moshiach comes we will get to eat from this special fish and
ox. That’s right! It will be a massive party in which all the Jews will
participate, together with all the righteous Jews of previous generations.

Viewer discretion is advised: How will we be able to eat the Leviathan and
the Shor Habar? Well our sages tell us that the Levyason will splash out of
the water, he will then slice the ox’s neck with his sharp fins and scales
and the Shor Habar will gore the Levyason with its big horns.

• Disperse all the puzzle pieces around your building or lawn
• Have the students gather all the pieces and put them together.
• The first team to correctly put it together wins

sWxc

what a party
Teacher’s Page
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Is that a new dress popping out of the ground?
Look! a jacket on a tree—just hanging around
Yay new sneakers that are so my style
I’ve been wanting that purse for quite a while   

When you walk down the street take a look at the trees
You’ll see tons of clothes waving in the breeze
But you won’t need to take them in your hand
Cause your closet will be packed like a sardine can

61

Can you guess
which item of
clothing this is?

Blindfolded!?

Can you guess
which item of
clothing this is?

Blindfolded!?

Can you guess
which item of
clothing this is?

Blindfolded!?

Can you guess
which item of
clothing this is?

Blindfolded!?

Can you guess
which item of
clothing this is?

Blindfolded!?

Can you guess
which item of
clothing this is?

Blindfolded!?

Can you guess
which item of
clothing this is?

Blindfolded!?

Can you guess
which item of
clothing this is?

Blindfolded!?

Can you guess
which item of
clothing this is?

Blindfolded!?

Don’t I just look great?

sWxc
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Clothing will come out of the ground. That’s right we will have everything we
ever wanted or needed. Yet we will then realize that happiness doesn’t come
from having many things, but from doing what Hashem wants from us, like
learning Torah and doing mitzvos. 
Now we think that having ‘stuff’ like new toys and nosh is what makes us
happy however when Moshiach comes, we will realize that its not the case.

Because G-d will be revealed in this world, therefore everything in the world
will become G-dly. The earth will be able to do the most amazing things due
to this infusion of G-dliness into the ground. Besides clothes, baked goods
will come out of the ground as well. You will have a bakery and clothe stores
wherever you go, and it’s free!

• How many shirts can the students put on? Bring a bunch of shirts and have
the students race (two at a time) how many shirts they could put on in one
minute.

• Another game is to blindfold a student and give him/her an article of
clothing and have them guess what type of close it is, and or if its boys or
girls clothing.

62
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“You’ll get a cavity!” my mommy preaches

“Eat fruit instead of candy!” is what she teaches.

But when Moshiach’s here, it will be really neat  

To have as much cake and candy as we can eat!

Goodies will be abundant — like the sand!

And free for every little hand!

Best of all for you and me

We can eat all we want — without cavities

63

Now that’s what I
call a sweet tooth!

Find as many
candies as you
can, then eat-em!!!

Find as many
candies as you
can, then eat-em!!!

Find as many
candies as you
can, then eat-em!!!

Find as many
candies as you
can, then eat-em!!!

Find as many
candies as you
can, then eat-em!!!

Find as many
candies as you
can, then eat-em!!!

Find as many
candies as you
can, then eat-em!!!

Find as many
candies as you
can, then eat-em!!!

Find as many
candies as you
can, then eat-em!!!
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Geulah is the reward for living a Torah life. When Moshiach comes, we will
understand that living a Torah life is not just beneficial spiritually, but also
physically as well. We won’t be missing any physical pleasure and on the
contrary it will all be readily available!

• Trees will pop out new fruit everyday!
• A grain of wheat will be as high as a palm tree.
• How will this grain of wheat be chopped down? G-d will bring a wind

which will knock down the stalk and cause the flower to fly out of it, all
ready for baking!

• Option 1: Hide or spread out candy outside or around the building, at
the end the students can keep whatever they find or they can share it
all together .

• Option 2: Use the cut outs of the candy and the student or team with
the most cut outs win.

i love junk
Teacher’s Page

M17
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*Make multiples copies as needed.
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In the future, no one will get sick.  No one will die.
We’ll all be healthy and here is why.
Moshiach will come and make everything great
I hope he comes now cause I can’t wait

At that time, there will be  lots of wine
And every bottle will be sure to taste fine.
The gefen of the future will never sour
So we can say  L’chaim by the hour!
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Can you figure
out what that
is a picture of?

Can you figure
out what that
is a picture of?

Can you figure
out what that
is a picture of?

Can you figure
out what that
is a picture of?

Can you figure
out what that
is a picture of?

Can you figure
out what that
is a picture of?

Can you figure
out what that
is a picture of?

Can you figure
out what that
is a picture of?

Can you figure
out what that
is a picture of?

I’ve heard
of  big grapes,

but this is
ridiculous!
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The goal is to teach the students that that the era of Moshiach will be
spectacular. The Gemarah describes a time when things will be extra
ordinary, we won’t be missing out on any physical pleasure, and on the
contrary everything will be readily available, like humongous fruits. 

We will be able to eat the bark of the tree and it will taste just like fruit.
One grape will be so big, you be able to put it in your house, attach a
faucet to it, and ready made delicious wine will come pouring. Just don’t
make a flood!

• Give out the papers and pens or pencils.
• Have the student write under each Spin Out picture what type of food

they think it is.
• The student who correctly identifies the most wins.

Answers:
1. Watermelon
2. Grapes
3. Hot Dog
4. Bananas
5. Chicken

6. Corn
7. Honey
8. Strawberry
9. French Fries
10. Pizza

11. Kiwi
12. Hamburger
13. Asparagus
14. Orange
15. Eggs

16. Pepper
17. Coca Cola
18. Carrots
19. Fruit Loops
20. Apple

now, that’s a watermelon!
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l m n t W r e e o a

1                   

e p s r g a

2                   

o t h  o g d

3                   

s a a a b n n

4                   

k h c c n e i

5                   

n r o c

6                   

y h e n o

7                   

w r y t r e a b s r

8                   

e r c h n f  r s f e i

9                   

z a p z i

1 0                  

i i w k

1 1                  

m b r r h u g a e

1 2                  

p r u s s a a a g

1 3                  

r n g a e o

1 4                  

s g e g

1 5                  

e e r p p p

1 6                  

a c c o  a l o c

1 7                  

t r r o a s c

1 8                  

t u f i r  s o p l o

1 9                  

l e a p p

2 0                  
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Could you imagine being told:

“Back when I was three thousand years old”

Well that is exactly what going to happen very soon

When we’ll live forever like the moon

If you think that Adam lived for very long

Just wait to you hear this birthday song:

“Happy birthday Grandpa We are so proud of you

On your millionth birthday.

May all your dreams come true!”

69

Can you count how
many candles there
are on the cake?

Can you count how
many candles there
are on the cake?

Can you count how
many candles there
are on the cake?

Can you count how
many candles there
are on the cake?

Can you count how
many candles there
are on the cake?

Can you count how
many candles there
are on the cake?

Can you count how
many candles there
are on the cake?

Can you count how
many candles there
are on the cake?

Can you count how
many candles there
are on the cake?

So how old are you?

I’m eight million and two!

Really? You look so much older!

You must be thinking of  my father!

sWxc
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People only pass away because we’re still in Golus, however when
Moshiach comes we will all live forever. Can you imagine: one day you’ll
be 500 years old!
The whole concept of death comes from the fact that there is bad in this
world; when Moshiach comes there won’t be any more evil. When evil will
disappear, so too will the whole idea of death. That also means that we
won’t sin anymore because the Yetzer Hora’s job will be over and it will be
gone forever.

Women will give birth every day! 

• Option 1: Bake a cake and have the students put in as many candles as
they can fit or decorate a cake for someone’s 978th birthday.

• Option 2: Give out the papers and pens or pencils.
• Have the students try to count how many candles are on top of the cake.
• The first one to correctly count, wins! (Answer: 61)

how old are you now?
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Throw away your glasses, your band-aides and cane
There will be no sickness and no more pain
All the hospitals will shut their doors
The doctors will have work no more

The blind will see and the deaf will hear
Colds and flu will disappear
We’ll all be healthy and very strong
We’ll have lots of energy all day long

72

Lets do
some cool
exercises,
when Moshiach
comes we will be mighty!

Lets do
some cool
exercises,
when Moshiach
comes we will be mighty!

Lets do
some cool
exercises,
when Moshiach
comes we will be mighty!

Lets do
some cool
exercises,
when Moshiach
comes we will be mighty!

Lets do
some cool
exercises,
when Moshiach
comes we will be mighty!

Lets do
some cool
exercises,
when Moshiach
comes we will be mighty!

Lets do
some cool
exercises,
when Moshiach
comes we will be mighty!

Lets do
some cool
exercises,
when Moshiach
comes we will be mighty!

Lets do
some cool
exercises,
when Moshiach
comes we will be mighty!

Because they look
cool… why do you
think I got them in

the first place?

So why are
you wearing
glasses son?
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Unfortunately, we might know someone who is sick. It is so sad and so
painful. But when Moshiach comes this will all end: no one will ever be
sick again. No more hospitals and no more pharmacies. They will all go
out of business forever!

G-d will first cure the blind because they suffer the most.

• Have the students do various exercises.
• Jumping jacks, push ups, jumping rope etc.
• Play a game of tag, red light green light, Mr. wolf etc.

doctor, you’re fired!
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This ain’t a joke, a lie or a scam

The wolf will live in peace with the lamb

Moooo Raaa bahhhh they will sing together

Instead of enemies, they will be like birds of a feather

The giraffe and tiger will play a game

The snake with a baby will be very tame

And one more thing that we will see

The pig will become as kosher as can be!

74

Can you guess
the sound of this 

animal? Is it a
DUCK or a GOOSE?

Can you guess
the sound of this 

animal? Is it a
DUCK or a GOOSE?

I just love
going cheetah

back riding
Na, flying on

an eagle is so
much cooler!
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“And the Wolf will live with the lamb” This wonderful peace will even effect
animals. Furthermore, if animals who are born to hunt can live peacefully,
how much more so we can also!

Animals will all become vegetarians, no more animals of prey! The rules
of the wild will become obsolete. Even a small child will be able to play
with these dangerous animals because they won’t be dangerous.

• Split the class into two teams.
• Pick one contestant from one of the teams and have them face the

other students.
• Show the class a picture of the two animals - make sure the contestant

can’t see the two pictures.
• On the count of three, ask each side to scream out the sound of the

animal on their side together then have the students at the desk try to
figure out which animals are behind them.

sWxc

lionback rides
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So what will we do the entire day
Will we jump and eat and play away
Torah learning will be our occupation
For me and you and the entire nation

There will special classes that Moshiach will teach!
There won’t be anyone he can’t reach
When we will learn about G-d
and His presence down below
We will see it with our eyes, that is so cool, y’know
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I love
learning
Torahl!

You think you love learning
Torah? Ha! I love learning Torah

a thousand times more!

Can you
crack the

secret code
and bring

Moshiach?

Can you
crack the

secret code
and bring

Moshiach?

Can you
crack the

secret code
and bring

Moshiach?

Can you
crack the

secret code
and bring

Moshiach?

Can you
crack the

secret code
and bring

Moshiach?

Can you
crack the

secret code
and bring

Moshiach?

Can you
crack the

secret code
and bring

Moshiach?

Can you
crack the

secret code
and bring

Moshiach?

Can you
crack the

secret code
and bring

Moshiach?
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When Moshiach comes, we will learn the deepest secrets of the Torah. The
whole reason for all the good things of Moshiach is in order that we
should be able to learn Torah! This is the final game because everything
leads to this. This is what will bring us happiness and satisfaction.

Who will teach us these secrets? The answer, Moshiach himself.

• Hand out the papers and pens or pencils.
• Using the code on the bottom, have the students decode the secret

message.
• The first students to correctly decipher all the messages correctly wins.

Answers:

Dv Dzmg nlhsrzxs mld = We want Moshiach now
N88 rh gsv xllovhg tznv = M22 is the coolest game
Ovzim glizs vevib wzb = Learn torah every day
R olev nb nlnnb! = I love my mommy

man, that was deep!
Teacher’s Page
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A = Z
B = Y
C = X
D = W
E = V
F = U
G = T

H = S
I = R
J = Q
K = P
L = O
M = N
N = M

O = L
P = K
Q = J
R = I
S = H
T = G
U = F

V = E
W = D
X = C
Y = B
Z = A
1 = 9
2 = 8

3 = 7
4 = 6
5 = 5
6 = 4
7 = 3
8 = 2
9 = 1

Secret Decoder

D V D Z M G N L H S R Z X S M L D

R O L E V N B N L N N B

O V Z I M G L I Z S V E V I B W Z B

N 8 8 R H G S V X L L O V H G T Z N V
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